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“Janice, traffic’s quite bad in the city. It’s not easy to find any parking, so a bike’s more convenient. You can leave your car here

for now. Once we’re done shopping, you can come back to get it,” Leon knew that Janice drove over. It was much less

convenient than his bike.

“Oh, alright,” Janice nodded. After that, Leon brought her away.

Fuller Mall was a shopping mall that was close to the restaurant.

After Leon parked his bike, he walked into the mall with Janice.

Both of them shopped around.

Seeing a large clothing brand, Jancie pulled Leon inside.

The shop was not a big international brand, but it was still well–known within the country. It was a mid- to high–end brand.

It was a very large place, split into both the men’s wear area and the women’s wear area.

Janice dragged Leon into the men’s wear area.

“Janice, didn’t you want to buy some clothes? You should go to the women’s wear area, why did you bring me here?” Leon was

curious.

“I wanted to see if there was anything that suited you here,” Janice smiled.

Leon spent so much at the restaurant earlier. She planned on transferring the money to Leon, but she was worried that she

would hurt Leon’s pride.

So, she thought about it and decided to buy Leon some nice clothes. It would be compensating Leon without hurting Leon’s

pride.

“Alright, I don’t have enough clothes anyway. I really should be buying some more,” Leon nodded.

At that moment, a young female employee walked over with a smile, “Sir, miss, hello. What kind of clothes are you looking for?”

“Any kind, why don’t you recommend some for me,” Leon said.

“Alright, come with me,” the girl led Leon over.

After some recommendations from her, and with Janice’s help, Leon quickly picked out a few outfits.

“Leon, why don’t you go try them on,” Janice said with a smile.

Leon nodded, bringing the clothes into the changing room.

Clothes really made a man.

Leon was tall and quite handsome. With those clothes on, he looked a lot better.

Janice’s eyes shone brightly, unable to stop herself from revising her opinions on Leon.

Back then, Leon’s family situation was not the greatest. He always dressed up ordinarily, and never stood

out.

Yet, once Leon put on those clothes, she noticed that Leon was quite good–looking. He looked manlier the more she looked.

Even the girl next to them stole a few glances.

“Leon, all of them suit you quite well. However, comparatively, that blue suit looks the best. She should buy that one,” Janice

smiled.

Those clothes were all quite pricey. The cheapest was at least five hundred dollars.

The blue one was over seven hundred dollars. It was a bit expensive, but Jancie wanted to pay Leon back, so she planned on

buying it as a gift.

“One’s too little. I want all of these,” Leon pointed at a few outfits and said casually.

“What?” Janice was shocked. Her smile quickly froze on her face.

Those clothes would cost three to four thousand altogether. Even if her salary was not that bad, and she had quite a bit of

saving, she could not really bear to spend so much on a few clothes
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